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Project definition:

In a 2D environment with circular obstacles, construct a 

robot that can track a predetermined collision-free path with 

a maximum inaccuracy of 10%. The robot should be able to do 

turn maneuvers and pass through any two obstacles that are 

close to one another when the path follower gives the order. 

The robot must be self-contained, self-sufficient, and able to 

operate for at least 30 minutes without requiring recharging.

Riko Takahara



Project Overview and Objectives:

In a environment of 300cm x 300 cm, 
our goal is to create a robot that has a 
base size of 20cm x 30cm that are 
capable to turn and run autonomously. 
To ensure that the robot follows the 
pre-planned path within a maximum 
error of 10%, the obstacles are  placed at 
distance of 22 cm apart,measured from 
the surface of the obstacles. The 
autonomous robot needs to pass 
through any two closely obstacles to 
demonstrate its precision in following 
the path planned.

Rong Tian
Rong Tian



Design attributes and requirements

-quality of robot: able to run and turn without break
-steering system and power system controlled by code
-able to run 30 minutes without recharging
-precision to follow path with max. 10% error
-budget $500
-project time: 10 weeks

Rong Tian



Concept Design: Mechanical

Riko Takahara

Material for the frame:



Concept design: Mechanical

Depend on species 800,000–2,500,000 psi and 
5,000–15,000 psi

Polypropylene is around 9000 psi

Riko Takahara

ABS plastic: 1.85*10^7 - 5.1*10^7  Pa ≈ 2700-7400 psi Even Though lego’s 
yield strength is the 
lowest of all, by 
comparing it to other 
cons that lego have, 
and since the yield 
strength fall under our 
needed condition 
since all the yield 
strength it is going to 
experience is the 
mass of the robot, we 
choose lego as the 
main material for the 
frame.

Yield strength of material

Lego can resist 1000N force 
from hydraulic press machine





Concept design: Mechanical

Tianhao Zheng

Estimated Dimension:

Length: 32 cm

Width: 20.8 cm

Calculated Estimated Weight:

For 2 Deck + 2 Axis +Connection Only

898.8 g



Concept design: Mechanical
Comparison between Steering System
● We will choose Metal Steering 

System for:
○ Highest Strength to Bear Torque Given 

by Servo Directly
○ Acceptable Cost
○ Ackermann Steering that avoids slip

Tianhao Zheng



Concept design: Mechanical

Tianhao Zheng

Comparison between Suspension System
● We will choose Lego Suspension 

System for:
○ Convenient to Assemble with Lego Base
○ Multi-Function with Suspension System 

and Differential System
○ Relatively Acceptable Cost



- 2 different choices for 
power output for 
robot.
- Went with DC motor 
with 3000 rpm and 
30W due to high 
power output
- Can adjust torque 
output through gear 
ratio.

Concept Design: Electrical

Hugo Martinez

DC Motor





- We will go with 20kg 
servo motor as it is 
cheaper and is 
powerful enough for 
our applications 
- Will need a 12v to 5v 
convertor to operate 

Concept Design: Electrical

Hugo Martinez



Concept Design: Electrical

- Battery (36800 mAh = ~44 mins) 

Michael  Punaro



Concept Design: Electrical

- Voltage Converter (12v to 5v)
- to prevent overcharging our servo motors

Michael  Punaro



Concept Design: Electrical

- Chose the Arduino UNO 
REV3 

- Has sufficient input / 
output pins

- Only using one sensor so a 
simple and cheap 
microcontroller would be 
best

Michael  Punaro



Concept Design: Position sensor

Position 
(GPS)

-gives longitude+latitude

-one is enough to 
determine position

-output is easier to work 
with when calculates 
desired direction

-output in NMEA 
format, needs to be 
decoded
(use arduino library)
-wait about 1 min to 
have stable output
-transfer to x,y 
coordinate

                                               Pros                          Cons                    Reason

Rong Tian

Not precise

Not precise

Too expansive

Design attributes: maximum error of 10%
                                   Budget of $500

Doesn’t choose 
it:
Have to violate 
one of the design 
attributes: 
precision or 
budget.



Direction Magnetometer: -measure heading, easy to 
use as direction
-high precision with low 
price
precise:1%, price:~$8

-Large fluctuations and 
inaccuracy in reading near 
magnet
-discontinuities in heading 
from 360 to 0.

Gyroscope: -high accuracy,(<1 degree)
(frequently used with 
accelerometer)
~$7

-measure angular velocity
-need to calculate direction 
from reading

-MPU 6050
(gyro+accel), ~$6
-arduino library to output 
in angle with respect to 
initial direction

Distance Reed switch: -easy to install
-cheap~$3-5

-limited in a certain speed 
range
-discrete distance measured 

Encoder: -continuous measure in 
distance
-more accurate
-accuracy in 0.3 degrees 
or less
<$10

-convert rotational 
displacement to electric 
signals
-convert to linear 
displacement
-avoid slippage

-gives more precise 
distance 
measurement

                                               Pros                          Cons                    Reason

Rong Tian

Concept Design: Position sensor



Schedule after week 4

Purchase order submitted in week 5, expect to 
get component in week 6. Electrical and 
coding team will work on code before parts 
arrived.

Mechanical team already obtain some of the 
parts and works on it.(suspension+differential)

Tianhao Zheng



- Find an accurate way to determine position with direction 
and distance measured
         -curve line distance? Straight distance?
         -frequency measured?

Questions and Concerns 


